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Affinities 2023-04-25
a meditation on the power and pleasures of the image from paintings to photographs to migraine auras by one of britain s finest literary minds in
affinities brian dillon who joyce carol oates has said writes fascinating prose on virtually any subject explores images and artists he is drawn to and
analyzes the attraction what does it mean to claim affinity with a picture what do feelings of affinity imply about the experience of art and of the world
affinities is a critical and personal study of a sensation that is not exactly taste desire or solidarity but has aspects of all three approaching this subject
via discrete examples dillon examines works by artists such as dora maar and andy warhol rinko kawauchi and susan hiller as well as scientific or
vernacular images of sea creatures and migraine auras written as a series of linked essays affinities completes a trilogy with essayism and suppose a
sentence about the intimate and abstract pleasures of reading and looking

Suppose a Sentence 2020-09-22
a captivating meditation on the power of the sentence by the author of essayism a 2018 new yorker book of the year in suppose a sentence brian dillon
whom john banville has called a literary flâneur in the tradition of baudelaire and walter benjamin has written a sequel of sorts to essayism turning his
attention to the oblique and complex pleasures of the sentence a series of essays prompted by a single sentence from shakespeare to james baldwin
john ruskin to joan didion this new book explores style voice and language along with the subjectivity of reading both an exercise in practical criticism
and a set of experiments or challenges suppose a sentence is a polemical and personal reflection on the art of the sentence in literature

Affinities 2023-04-25
a meditation on the power and pleasures of the image from paintings to photographs to migraine auras by one of britain s finest literary minds in
affinities brian dillon who joyce carol oates has said writes fascinating prose on virtually any subject explores images and artists he is drawn to and
analyzes the attraction what does it mean to claim affinity with a picture what do feelings of affinity imply about the experience of art and of the world
affinities is a critical and personal study of a sensation that is not exactly taste desire or solidarity but has aspects of all three approaching this subject
via discrete examples dillon examines works by artists such as dora maar and andy warhol rinko kawauchi and susan hiller as well as scientific or
vernacular images of sea creatures and migraine auras written as a series of linked essays affinities completes a trilogy with essayism and suppose a
sentence about the intimate and abstract pleasures of reading and looking

In the Dark Room 2019-02-26
a lucid and delicate exploration of memory and grief from the author of essayism
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Brian 2015-12-15
biography of brian dillon 1830 to 1872 cork fenian and member of the irish republican brotherhood dealing with his trial for treason felony and his life
in prison

Suppose a Sentence 2020-08-18
an elegant work of literary criticism from the author of essayism

Affinities 2023
brian dillon was born in dublin in 1969 his books include essayism the great explosion shortlisted for the ondaatje prize objects in this mirror i am
sitting in a room sanctuary tormented hope nine hypochondriac lives shortlisted for the wellcome book prize and in the dark room which won the irish
book award for nonfiction his writing has appeared in the guardian the new york times london review of books the times literary supplement
bookforum frieze and artforum he is the uk editor of cabinet magazine and teaches creative writing at queen mary university of london

Objects in This Mirror 2011-04-01
objects in this mirror is a collection of essays on contemporary art literature landscape aesthetics and cultural history beginning with a polemical and
personal defense of generalism and curiosity brian dillon explores the variety of themes it is possible today to corral within the rubric of the critical
essay these pieces engage with the work of such artists as tacita dean gerard byrne andy warhol and sophie calle with the ruinous territories that
haunt the work of robert smithson and derek jarman with the ambiguous figures of the charlatan the vandal the hypochondriac and the dandy taking
seriously the playful remit of the essay as form dillon treats of compelling obscurities gesture manuals of the nineteenth century the history of
antidepressant marketing the search for a cure to the common cold whether his topic is the nature of slapstick his love of the writings of roland
barthes or the genre of the essay itself he is as much concerned with the form of criticism today as with its varied and digressive subjects

Sanctuary 2011
sanctuary is a fiction set in the ruins of a modernist building on the outskirts of a city in northern europe the structure a catholic seminary built in the
1960s and abandoned twenty years later embodies the failure of certain ambitions architectural civic and spiritual but it is the site too of a more
recent disappearance a young artist intent on exploring the complex and its history has gone missing among the wreckage months later his lover visits
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the place unsure what she is looking for and finds herself drawn into the strange nexus of energies and memories that persist there sanctuary is a
story about what survives of bodies ideas objects and the artistic or literary forms that might describe them in the wake of catastrophe invoking key
works of the last century the fiction of samuel beckett and alain robbe grillet the art of robert smithson the films of alfred hitchcock chris marker and
andrei tarkovsky it maps a small but resonant portion of the ruins of the recent past brian dillon was born in dublin in 1969 he is the uk editor of
cabinet magazine and ahrc research fellow in the creative and performing arts at the university of kent he is the author of tormented hope nine
hypochondriac lives penguin 2009 and a memoir in the dark room penguin 2005 his writing appears regularly in such publications as frieze artforum
the guardian the london review of books and the wire he lives in canterbury

Essayism 2018-09-18
a compelling ode to the essay form and the great essaysists themselves from montaigne to woolf to sontag essayism is a book about essays and
essayists a study of melancholy and depression a love letter to belle lettrists and an account of the indispensable lifelines of reading and writing brian
dillon s style incorporates diverse features of the essay by turns agglomerative associative digressive curious passionate and dispassionate his is a
branching book of possibilities seeking consolation and direction from michel de montaigne virginia woolf roland barthes theodor adorno walter
benjamin georges perec elizabeth hardwick and susan sontag to name just a few of his influences whether he is writing on origins aphorisms
coherence vulnerability anxiety or a number of other subjects his command of language his erudition and his own personal history serve not so much
to illuminate or magnify the subject as to discover it anew through a kaleidoscopic alignment of attention thought and feeling a dazzling and
momentary suspension of disparate elements again and again

The End of the Line 2009
text by brian dillon

The Hypochondriacs 2010-02-02
charlotte brontë found in her illnesses real and imagined an escape from familial and social duties and the perfect conditions for writing the german
jurist daniel paul schreber believed his body was being colonized and transformed at the hands of god and doctors alike andy warhol was terrified by
disease and by the idea of disease glenn gould claimed a friendly pat on his shoulder had destroyed his ability to play piano and we all know someone
who has trawled the internet in solitude seeking to pinpoint the source of his or her fantastical symptoms the hypochondriacs is a book about fear and
hope illness and imagination despair and creativity it explores in the stories of nine individuals the relationship between mind and body as it is
mediated by the experience or simply the terror of being ill and in an intimate investigation of those lives it shows how the mind can make a prison of
the body by distorting our sense of ourselves as physical beings through witty entertaining and often moving examinations of the lives of these
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eminent hypochondriacs james boswell charlotte brontë charles darwin florence nightingale alice james daniel paul schreber marcel proust glenn
gould and andy warhol brian dillon brilliantly unravels the tortuous connections between real and imagined illness irrational fear and rational concern
the mind s aches and the body s ideas

The Divorce of America 2021-08-27
the country has never been more divided in this story ripped from the headlines the invasion of the capitol was only the beginning as information
trickles out about voter fraud and deep state cover up the democrats adamantly deny any and all cheating republicans are convinced this was the
most corrupt election america has ever seen both sides are staunchly opposed to compromise civil war is openly contemplated meanwhile millions of
unvetted illegals are surging into america police and hospitals alike are overwhelmed there are many debates and many more questions why in the
middle of this chaos is former president trump holding rallies does the constitution provide any solutions for a divided republic as the violence
increases someone proposes an unthinkable option the divorce of america is that even possible if the country does split how will each side fair read
how current events are taken to fully plausible outcomes

In the Dark Room 2005
short stories from irishman who has lived far afield described as screamingly funny and beautifully crafted

Ruins 2011
part of the acclaimed documents of contemporary art series of anthologies the ruins of the modern era are the landmarks of recent art s turn toward
site and situation history and memory the abiding interest of artists in ruination and decay has led in particular to the concept of the modern ruin an
ambiguous site of artistic and architectural modernism personal and collective memories and the cultural afterlife of eras such as those of state
communism and colonialism contemporary art s explorations of the ruin can evoke on the one hand diverse experiences of nostalgia and on the other
a ceaselessly renewed encounter with catastrophes of the recent past and apprehensions of the future for every relic of a harmonious era or utopian
dream stands another recalling industrial decline environmental disaster and the depredations of war this anthology provides a comprehensive survey
of the contemporary ruin in cultural discourse aesthetics and artistic practice it examines the development of ruin aesthetics from the early modern
era to the present the ruin as a privileged emblem of modernity s decline the relic as a portal onto the political history of the recent past the
destruction and decline of cities and landscapes with the emergence of non places and drosscape the symbolism of the entropic and decayed in critical
environmentalism and the confusing temporalities of the ruin in recent art its involution of timescales and perspectives as it addresses not just the
past but the future artists surveyed include edgar arceneaux miroslaw balka bernd hilla becher walead beshty martin boyce gerard byrne adam
chodzko jeremy deller katja eydel Ângela ferreira cyprien gaillard dominique gonzalez foerster susan hiller roger hiorns runa islam ilya kabakov
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joachim koester robert kusmirowski zoe leonard vera lutter goshka macuga teresa margolles dorit margreiter edgar martins julie mehretu christian
philipp müller mike nelson paulina olowska the otolith group philippe parreno mai thu perret walid raad the atlas group conrad shawcross robert
smithson rachel whiteread and jane louise wilson writers include magali arriola j g ballard jean baudrillard svetlana boym giuliana bruno j j
charlesworth barbara clausen jonathan crary jacques derrida jörg heiser martin herbert andreas huyssen patrick keiller darian leader mark lewis
james lingwood tom mcdonough jeremy millar celeste olalquiaga nina power ralph rugoff lytle shaw iain sinclair robert smithson rebecca solnit susan
stewart anthony vidler paul virilio and gilda williams

Illuminance 2021-10-25
川内倫子の代表作 illuminance が10年ぶりに装い新たに蘇ります

Essayism 2017
お金も仕事も失った孤独な少女ムーシュは 言葉を話す七つの人形と出会い 謎めいた一座の長キャプテン コックと旅と舞台を共にすることに 人形という存在を通して二人の間に芽生える深く純粋な愛の物語を ストーリーテラーとしての抜群の才能で描いた表題作に加え 著者の名声を
国際的にゆるぎないものにした名作 スノーグース を 矢川澄子による静謐で感受性豊かな名翻訳で贈る ギャリコ ファン必携の豪華版

七つの人形の恋物語 2008-08
brian dillon s infallible is a vivid account of catholic school in the 1950 s the gang s all here sister mary kamikaze class clowns bullies baseball
fantastic pranks barrels and barrels of sin unbelievably bamboozled parents and he who hides in plain sight the evil parish priest dillon has fashioned
a most lovable victim into a ten year old indy jones but in 1950 s catholic boston the enemies aren t nazis or terrorists but constant temptation the
penalties for succumbing those waging war on sin and selling guilt to conceal their own

Infallible 2011-01-21
thomas jones is an unlikely hero as average as a man can be thirty five year old thomas has lived a life of utter struggling boredom shifting endlessly
between jobs managing the efforts of cashiers dishwashers and roller skating waitresses he is but another floating soul in the void of retail americana
thomas is a remarkably unremarkable man who lives with his mother in the small beachside locale of wildwood nj constantly in flux it is ghostly in
winter and then set ablaze by the encroaching masses of boozy bong smoking board walk marching high school seniors from long island thomas is
terror stricken by their annual migration one morning thomas discovers a strange classified ad in the local paper searching for a salty bastard to work
in new york city for a mysterious man called moxy doing as yet undetermined work not far away on the outermost opulent reaches of nyc s extended
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phallus long island resides david drahtman he is a small dicked shitty eyed rodent of a man whose entire life revolves around the work of avoiding his
wife and children while accumulating as much money possible over the course of a single week david and thomas will come to do battle over the body
of a dead chihuahua named dolce leaving behind his bereaved brother gabbana in the background of this conflict a host of mysterious characters and
subplots mingle mexican immigrants burning the image of the virgin mary into grilled cheese to sell on e bay glow in the dark rosary beads a pink
hummer a thousand black rats and an elderly scientist who has built a machine that will make someone a trillionaire behind it all the man named
moxy works towards and end that no one seems to know all thomas can be sure of is that his task is to eat the rich alive

Eat the Rich 2011-12-09
ruin lust offers a guide to the mournful thrilling comic and perverse uses of ruins in art from the 17th century to the present day this book which
accompanied a major tate britain exhibition includes more than 100 works by artists such as j m w turner john constable john martin eduardo paolozzi
paul nash and rachel whiteread beginning in the midst of the craze that sent artists writers architects and tourists in search of ruins and picturesque
landscapes in the 18th century it shows how ruins have continued to be a source of visual and emo tional fascination at particular historical moments
thoroughly illustrated ruin lust explores how ruin has become a way of thinking about art itself and its connection to both the past and the future

Reception Rooms 2011
the great explosion by brian dillon a masterful account of a terrible disaster in a remarkable place in april 1916 shortly before the commencement of
the battle of the somme a fire started in a vast munitions works located in the kentish marshes the resulting series of explosions killed 108 people and
injured many more in a brilliant piece of storytelling brian dillon recreates the events of that terrible day and in so doing sheds a fresh and unexpected
light on the british home front in the great war he offers a chilling natural history of explosives and their effects on the earth on buildings and on
human and animal bodies and he evokes with vivid clarity one of britain s strangest and most remarkable landscapes where he has been a habitual
explorer for many years the great explosion is a profound work of narrative exploration and inquiry from one of our most brilliant writers the great
explosion is exhilarating and moving and lyrical it is a quiet evisceration of a landscape through the discovery of a lost history of destructiveness a
meditation on englishness an autobiography a mapping of absences i loved it edmund de waal author of the hare with amber eyes what a fascinating
unclassifiable brilliant book confirming brian dillon s reputation as one of our most innovative and elegant non fictioneers no one else could have
written it robert macfarlane author of the old ways forensic fascinating endlessly interesting philip hoare samuel johnson prize winning author of
leviathan andthe sea inside a subtle human history of the early twentieth century explosions are a fruitful subject in dillon s hands one that enables
him to reflect movingly on the instant between life and death on the frailty of human endeavour and on the readiness of nations to tear one another
apart the great explosion deftly covers a tumultuous period of history while centring on the tiniest moments just punctuation marks in time financial
times dillon s account of the faversham explosion is as bold as it is dramatic while his descriptive passages about the marshlands of kent are so
evocative that you can practically feel the mud sticking at your feet evening standard a brilliant evocation of place grasped in its modernity guardian
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dillon has a wg sebald like gift for interrogating the landscape a work of real elegiac seriousness that goes to the heart of a case of human loss and
destruction in england s sinister pastures green ian thomson irish times exhilarating utterly beguiling literary review

Ruin Lust 2014-11-11
the virtual sentence is an exercise book for the era of chatgpt its title is indebted to gilles deleuze who uses virtual to name a reality that is neither
actual already here nor potential not yet here said of the sentence the term points to the articulate alternatives that surround what gets spoken out
loud or committed to ink and pixel this is neither the total space of linguistic possibility nor the particulars of what you might have said considered
afterward in a spirit of regret or relief today the space of the virtual sentence is increasingly endangered most dramatically by the accelerating
aptitude of text prediction algorithms used in the large scale unsupervised language models collectively known as generative pre trained transformers
gpt this book aims to interrogate these techno linguistic regimens by offering hands on exercises from eight contributors each designed to provoke
exploration and expansion of the space of the virtual sentence the values in its pages are variety and self surprise and it turns to the genre of the
exercise a miniature ritual of permutation and invention in order to generate rather than to stipulate

The Great Explosion 2015-05-07
書評は役に立つのか 病気のときにはどんな本がいいか 伝記は芸術たりうるか 父の思い出から 源氏物語 へ 皮肉とユーモアに充ちたエッセイと短篇

The Virtual Sentence 2024-04
una delicatessen literaria un ensayo sobre el arte de escribir ensayos y el placer de leerlos ensayismo reflexiona sobre el sentido de escribir ensayos
en el mundo actual y explora los diversos enfoques y posibilidades personal crítico polémico seductor digresivo elucubrativo asociativo erudito
apasionado desapasionado reflexivo curioso irónico aforístico recorre la historia del género y homenajea a sus grandes maestros montaigne sir thomas
browne pascal charles lamb emerson thomas de quincey virginia woolf cyril connolly walter benjamin theodor adorno roland barthes georges perec
maurice blanchot susan sontag elizabeth hardwick janet malcolm w g sebald entrecruzando sus propias experiencias y sus lecturas brian dillon
reivindica el ensayo como aventura literaria y celebra la riqueza inagotable de este género que es una forma lúcida de contemplar y entender la vida

病むことについて 2002-12-20
新しい未来へ アイルランドで 医者の夫とひとり息子とともに10年以上 平穏な と同時に刺激のない 家庭生活を送ってきたシーラ レドン 南フランス旅行で魅力的なアメリカ人の青年トムと出会い恋に落ちたシーラは 彼の魅力に抗えず 家庭を捨てる決心をするが
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Ensayismo 2023-03-29
this comprehensive monograph celebrates the visual art of renowned musician brian eno spanning more than 40 years brian eno visual music weaves
a dialogue between eno s museum and gallery installations and his musical endeavors all illustrated with never before published archival materials
such as sketchbook pages installation views screenshots and more steve dietz brian dillon roy ascott and william r wright contextualize eno s
contribution to new media art while eno himself shares insights into his process also included is a download code for a previously unreleased piece of
music created by eno making this ebook a requisite for fans and collectors

医者の妻 2009-08-31
先鋭的な言語実験 文化研究の必携書

The Infinite Library 2020-09
excerpt from affinities what i had come to write that month my mind had run upon a coil where light newborn revealed in weaver s toil lady and
unicorn about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Aloha, Amigos! 2020
constructing gardens cultivating the city is the first cultural history of major new parks developed in paris in the late twentieth century as part of the
city s program of adaptive reuse of industrial spaces thanks to laws that gave the city more political autonomy paris s local government launched a
campaign of park creation in the late 1970s that continued to the turn of the millennium the parks in this book represent this campaign and illustrate
different facets of their cultural and historical context archival research interviews and analyses of the parks reveal how postmodern debates about
urban planning the historic city public space and nature s presence in an urban setting influenced their designs in sum the city adopted the garden as
a model for public parks investing in complex richly symbolic and representational spaces these parks were intended to represent contemporary
twists on traditional designs and serve local residents as much as they would contribute to paris s role as a world city the parks development process
often included points of conflict pointing to differing views on what parisian space should represent and fundamental contradictions between the
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characteristics of public space and the garden as it is traditionally defined these parks demonstrate the ongoing cultivation of the city over time in
which transformed sites not only fulfil new functions but also engage with history and their surroundings to create new meaning they stand for
landscape as a form of signifying cultural production that directly engages with other art forms and ways of knowing just as the luxembourg gardens
the tuileries and the buttes chaumont parks exemplify their eras cultural dynamics such parks as the jardin atlantique parc andré citroën and the
jardin des halles express contemporary french culture within the archetypal space of their era the city finally they point the way to current trends in
landscape architecture such as citizen gardening and ecological initiatives

Brian Eno: Visual Music 2013-09-24
contemporary art is often preoccupied with time or acts in which the past is recovered through specific case studies of artists who strategically work
with historical moments this book examines how art from the last two decades has sought to mobilize these particular histories and to what effect
against the backdrop of modernism drawing on the art theory of rosalind krauss and the philosophies of paul ricoeur gerhard richter and pierre nora
retroactivity and contemporary art interprets those works that foreground some aspect of retroactivity whether re enacting commemorating or re
imagining as key artistic strategies this book is striking philosophical reflection on time within art and art within time and an indispensable read for
those attempting to understand the artistic significance of history materiality and memory

ディクテ 2003-06
in place of a show is a compelling account of western theatre buildings in the 21st century theatres stripped of their primary purpose lying empty
preserved as museums or demolished playfully combining first person narratives scholarly research and visual documents augusto corrieri explores
the material and imaginative potentials of these places charting interconnections between humans birds vegetation and the beguiling animations of
inanimate things such as walls curtains and seats across four chapters we learn of the uncanny dismantling and reconstitution of a german baroque
auditorium during the second world war the phantasmal remains of a demolished music hall in london s east end a renaissance italian theatre
fleetingly transformed into an aviary by the appearance of a swallow and a lavish opera house emerging from the amazon rainforest in these pages we
are invited to discover theatres as sites of anomalous encounters and surprising coincidences places that might reveal the performative entanglement
of human and nonhuman worlds

Affinities (Classic Reprint) 2017-05-16
once the manufacturing powerhouse of the nation detroit has become emblematic of failing cities everywhere the paradigmatic city of ruins and the
epicenter of an explosive growth in images of urban decay in beautiful terrible ruins art historian dora apel explores a wide array of these images
ranging from photography advertising and television to documentaries video games and zombie and disaster films apel shows how detroit has become
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pivotal to an expanding network of ruin imagery imagery ultimately driven by a pervasive and growing cultural pessimism a loss of faith in progress
and a deepening fear that worse times are coming the images of detroit s decay speak to the overarching anxieties of our era increasing poverty
declining wages and social services inadequate health care unemployment homelessness and ecological disaster in short the failure of capitalism apel
reveals how through the aesthetic distancing of representation the haunted beauty and fascination of ruin imagery embodied by detroit s abandoned
downtown skyscrapers empty urban spaces decaying factories and derelict neighborhoods help us to cope with our fears but apel warns that these
images while pleasurable have little explanatory power lulling us into seeing detroit s deterioration as either inevitable or the city s own fault and
absolving the real agents of decline corporate disinvestment and globalization beautiful terrible ruins helps us understand the ways that the pleasure
and the horror of urban decay hold us in thrall

Constructing Gardens, Cultivating the City 2023-05-16
良い アートって何 どう鑑賞すればいいの アーティストとして生きるには 大衆の人気 権威たちの評価 マーケット論理などが渦巻く現代のアートワールドを ターナー賞アーティストが手引きする軽妙で痛快なインサイダーガイド

Retroactivity and Contemporary Art 2018-04-19
disability space architecture a reader takes a groundbreaking approach to exploring the interconnections between disability architecture and cities
the contributions come from architecture geography anthropology health studies english language and literature rhetoric and composition art history
disability studies and disability arts and cover personal theoretical and innovative ideas and work richer approaches to disability beyond regulation
and design guidance remain fragmented and difficult to find for architectural and built environment students educators and professionals by bringing
together in one place some seminal texts and projects as well as newly commissioned writings readers can engage with disability in unexpected and
exciting ways that can vibrantly inform their understandings of architecture and urban design most crucially disability space architecture a reader
opens up not just disability but also ability dis ability as a means of refusing the normalisation of only particular kinds of bodies in the design of built
space it reveals how our everyday social attitudes and practices about people objects and spaces can be better understood through the lens of
disability and it suggests how thinking differently about dis ability can enable innovative and new kinds of critical and creative architectural and
urban design education and practice

In Place of a Show 2016-05-19
artists featured include tacita dean katie paterson nina canell pablo bronstein charles le brun gerard byrne phillip henry gosse john dee adam
broomberg and oliver chanarin corinne may botz gunda forster matt mullican toril johannessen anna atkins nina katchadourian laurent grasso
salvatore arancio aurelien froment leopold and rudolph blaschka and the taxidermy of thomas grunfeld
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Beautiful Terrible Ruins 2015-06-23

みんなの現代アート 2021-08

Disability, Space, Architecture: A Reader 2017-02-17

Curiosity 2013

Trade Unions and the Internal Market 1989
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